Abstract We review the literature data published on the topic of CO 2 wettability of storage and seal rocks. We first introduce the concept of wettability and explain why it is important in the context of carbon geo-sequestration (CGS) projects, and review how it is measured. This is done to raise awareness of this parameter in the CGS community, which, as we show later on in this text, may have a dramatic impact on structural and residual trapping of CO 2 . These two trapping mechanisms would be severely and negatively affected in case of CO 2 -wet storage and/or seal rock. Overall, at the current state of the art, a substantial amount of work has been completed, and we find that:
Introduction
The storage of greenhouse gases in the earth's subsurface, a process known as carbon geo-sequestration (CGS), is currently considered as a method to limit anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere. In CGS, it is proposed that carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), the most important greenhouse gas, is collected from large point-source emitters such as coal-fired power stations, purified, compressed, and injected deep underground into geological storage formations [IPCC, 2005] . To date, CGS has been applied on an industrial scale for natural gas separation [e.g., Arts et al., 2008; Ringrose et al., 2009] , while application to other industries is progressing. However, CGS is a relatively new technology that is still pending demonstration on a wider industrial level. Potential associated risks with CGS result in negative public perception or high regulatory hurdles to an extent that projects have been stopped in different stages of planning, such as the Barendrecht project in the Netherlands [Brunsting et al., 2011] or the Altmark project in Germany [Kuehn et al., 2012] .
The main risk considered for CGS is the leakage of CO 2 through natural (e.g., faults, fractures) or man-made (e.g., wells) routes to the atmosphere: CO 2 is buoyant and flows upward at given storage conditions. To prevent leakage and mitigate upward migration, several physicochemical storage mechanisms have been proposed and investigated, and these include: structural trapping [e.g., Hesse et al., 2008] , residual trapping [e.g., Juanes et al., 2006] , dissolution trapping [e.g., Iglauer, 2011] , and mineral trapping [e.g., Gaus, 2010] . An additional proposed way of storing CO 2 in clay-rich sandstone formations is by physical adsorption of CO 2 on clay surfaces and in clay interlayers [e.g., Busch et al., 2008; Giesting et al., 2012] . Generally, careful selection of the storage formation is required to ensure that the above mechanisms are effective and prevent any movement of CO 2 back to the surface.
In a nutshell, residual trapping in a reservoir is a process through which micrometer scale CO 2 bubbles are immobilized by capillary forces within the complex pore morphology of the storage rock [Iglauer et al., 2011a] . Here the magnitude of the capillary force equals or exceeds the buoyancy force rendering the CO 2 clusters motionless when CO 2 dissolution or mineralization are not considered. In dissolution trapping, CO 2 dissolves into the water already present in the storage formation. As dissolution proceeds, the water phase density will increase [Li et al., 2004] , resulting in downward convective flow of CO 2 saturated water [Lindeberg and Wessel- Berg, 1997] . Finally, chemical reactions between CO 2 , water, ions dissolved in the water, and formation minerals can result in CO 2 being permanently stored as a solid mineral phase; a process termed mineral trapping.
Structural trapping is considered as the principal storage mechanism. Residual and dissolution processes can be significant too, especially during the injection phase which can typically last for tens of years. In structural trapping, impermeable (or low permeability) rocks such as mudrocks, anhydrite, halite, or tight carbonates act as a barrier to the upward buoyant migration of CO 2 , resulting in the retention of CO 2 within a storage formation. This is also the typical process witnessed in hydrocarbon and nonhydrocarbon gas accumulations [Berg, 1975; Watts, 1987] . These geological settings have been observed many times over the last 100 years, and the associated reservoir fluid statics and dynamics are well understood and routinely predicted with reservoir simulators in hydrocarbon recovery scenarios.
However, there is one important but poorly understood physicochemical factor which highly influences the trapping processes (especially structural and residual trapping), namely the wettability of geologic minerals in the presence of CO 2 and formation brines . Wettability of rock is, in essence, the preference of one fluid over another to be in contact with the rock's surface. Although the definition is simple, the expression of wettability at reservoir-scale-or even in a standard core plug-is complex because of the highly convoluted interplay of surface free energies of the phases, complex pore morphologies, and general heterogeneities of these parameters in the reservoir at various length scales. This text addresses wettability in the CGS context to raise awareness of this phenomenon. We first discuss the physicochemical background of wettability and its influence on CO 2 trapping, including experimental methods to measure wettability. This is followed by an overview of transport and residual trapping of CO 2 in reservoir rocks as well as structural CO 2 trapping below geological seal formations. We then review all available relevant literature data to provide an informed guide for reservoir flow predictions and risk assessments.
In oil-water systems, it has been shown that wettability deviating from water-wet can result in higher amounts of mobile compared to trapped oil [Anderson, 1987a; Jadhunandan and Morrow, 1995] . If the same behavior were to occur in CO 2 -water systems then CO 2 plumes would be extended (e.g., in an open aquifer where a structural trap is missing) if the system were to be less water-wet. In case of a structural trap more mobile CO 2 will result in potentially higher CO 2 column heights and therefore increased pressures acting on the caprock. This again might increase the risk of exceeding either the fracturing or the capillary entry pressure of the formation with possible consequences on shallow saline or drinking water aquifers. Both cases should be considered and risks assessed using adequate reservoir modeling tools.
Wettability in Geological Carbon Storage
In a three-phase system comprising rock, an aqueous phase liquid and a nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL), the terms hydrophilic and hydrophobic are commonly used to denote the preference of the aqueous phase to cover, or not to cover, the rock surface, respectively. Wettability directly and strongly influences important variables such as residual NAPL saturations [e.g., Morrow, 1990; Pentland et al., 2011; Chaudhary et al., 2013; Jadhunandan and Morrow, 1995; Iglauer et al., 2012a] , morphology and interfacial areas of fluids [Iglauer et al., 2012a; Pentland et al., 2012] , relative permeability [McCaffery and Bennion, 1974; Morrow, 1990] , and the relationship (p c [S w ]) between capillary pressure p c and aqueous phase saturation S w which governs the static distribution of reservoir fluids in capillary-buoyancy force equilibrium [Alam and Donaldson, 2008; Jackson et al., 2005] . Wettability is therefore a first-order parameter which needs to be appreciated in detail, even though this introduces major physicochemical complexities. In terms of CGS, wettability directly impacts injectivity, containment security, structural and residual trapping capacities, and indirectly dissolution and mineral trapping capacities (via liquid-liquid and liquid-mineral interface areas)-it is thus crucial that this parameter is assessed sufficiently for risk assessments and storage capacity estimations.
In an immiscible fluid-fluid system such as equilibrated supercritical (sc)CO 2 -brine, intermolecular forces lead to the typically rapid separation of (hypothetically) molecularly homogenized individual fluid phases (Atkins and dePaula [2010] define: ''a phase is a form of matter that is uniform throughout in chemical composition and physical state''; this definition of phase is used throughout this text. It should be noted here that depending on salinity and thermophysical conditions up to $3 mass % of CO 2 dissolve in brine [Bando et al., 2003] , and up to $1 mol % water dissolves in CO 2 , [Sabirzyanov et al., 2002] . In addition to such separation, the phases seek to minimize their interfacial areas; this is again caused by intermolecular forces [Adamson and Gast, 1997] , which can be quantified by the CO 2 -brine interfacial tension c. For detailed thermodynamic considerations, please refer to Atkins and de Paula [2010] or similar textbooks for a general overview. Following CO 2 injection into a reservoir, three immiscible phases (brine, CO 2 , minerals) interact with each other. In this case, three separate interfacial tensions c need to be considered: the interfacial tension between the two fluids (in this case CO 2 and brine), and each of the two fluids and the solid (mineral phases, e.g., quartz representing a clean sandstone). These three interfacial tensions induce three separate forces which pull the matter into different directions ( Figure  1) ; because all forces are active at the same time (assuming that all other external forces, such as viscous or buoyancy forces, are absent) the resultant force vectors determine the exact fluid configuration on the solid surface, and this configuration is determined by the angle h between all three phases ( Figure 1 ). This angle is commonly referred to as the contact angle and it is experimentally usually measured through the denser fluid phase (brine in our scenario; note that h 5 180 2 a; where a is the contact angle measured through the less dense phase). It is important to understand that this ultimate equilibrium configuration (i.e., the final value of h) is caused by intermolecular forces. The contact angle can attain any value between [0 ; 180 ] , entirely dependent on the intermolecular force balance. This force balance can be expressed macroscopically by Young's equation (1) [Young, 1805] :
where c is the interfacial tension for the liquid-fluid (brine-CO 2 ) (LF), solid-fluid (mineral/rock-CO 2 ) (SF), or solid-liquid (mineral/rock-brine) (SL) interfaces, respectively. c LF is a function of the molecular interactions which are determined by the chemistry of the fluid and liquid and the thermophysical conditions (pressure, temperature) and is typically quite well understood. The other interfacial forces (c SF and c SL ) are, however, often not measurable [Butt et al., 2006] , and only available through indirect or theoretical approaches (e.g., molecular dynamics or semiempirical equations) [Good and Girifalco, 1960] , so that h can usually not simply be calculated via equation (1), but has to be determined experimentally.
This review is dedicated to the discussion of wettability, and in particular h, in much greater depth, and how it depends on the fluid-liquid system, thermophysical conditions and the rock material itself. In the Petroleum Engineering literature [cf. Dake, 1978; Treiber and Owens, 1972] three wettabilities based on contact angle are often classified ( Figure 2 and Table 1 ). Such classifications can also be applied to the CO 2 -brine-rock system with the term oil-wet replaced by the term CO 2 -wet. These classifications should be compared with the definitions in Physical Chemistry [Adamson and Gast, 1997; Atkins and de Paula, 2010] , where complete wetting or spreading occurs when h 5 0 , partial wetting or spreading happens in the range 0 < h < 180 , and complete nonwetting occurs for h 5 180 . To avoid confusion and to be most precise, the CO 2 -brine-rock classification tabulated in Table 2 is used in this text.
Note that in the water-wet, intermediate-wet, and CO 2 -wet cases there is still partial wetting of water. In the case of a low or zero valued h, the affinity of the water spreading on the solid surface is higher than that of Figure 1 . Force field acting on a water droplet sitting on a mineral substrate (e.g., single mineral system, seal rock) surrounded by scCO 2 .
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the CO 2 . This affinity can be influenced by variations in pressure, temperature, chemical composition, or entropy. We distinguish the wetting states defined in Table  2 from the term mixed-wet which is used to describe contact angle heterogeneity on the pore-scale, which in turn is influenced by pore-scale mineral heterogeneity. By reviewing contact angles on a mineral by mineral basis in section 2, we aim to provide the basis for a quantitative understanding of mixed-wettabilities when the data are combined with porescale mineral heterogeneity mapping techniques [e.g., Golab et al., 2012] .
How the Wettability Phenomenon
Influences CO 2 Trapping and Retention
Structural Trapping
Wettability directly or indirectly influences all of the processes that trap CO 2 in the subsurface. In structural trapping wettability controls the ability of CO 2 to enter overlying low permeability strata. Consider the following physical scenario: a buoyant fluid phase exerts a force from below a seal barrier onto both the solid seal rock and the fluids within; the orientation of this buoyancy force is antiparallel to the gravity force and pushes all volumes which have a lower density than the fluids in the seal rock upward, this is schematically illustrated in Figure 3 .
Apart from a location near the injection well, where mass transfer can lead to a dry-out effect [e.g., Pruess and M€ uller, 2009; Berg et al., 2013a] , CO 2 and brine coexist within the pore space of the reservoir into which CO 2 has entered; and, on a macroscopic level, a discontinuity in pressure exists across the interface that separates the two fluid phases, this is termed the capillary pressure (p c ):
where p nw and p w are the nonwetting and wetting phase pressures, respectively. On a microscopic level ($1-2 nm for water or n-tridecane) [Butt et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2001] , however, the density between the phases changes along the distance of several molecules, corresponding to the size of nanopores; we will not discuss this effect in this article although it may be relevant for the smallest pores in a caprock. The capillary pressure is related to fluid-fluid interface curvature by the Young-Laplace equation [Laplace, 1806; Young, 1805] :
where c is the interfacial tension between the immiscible phases and r 1 and r 2 are the principal radii of curvature at any point on the surface (r 1 and r 2 are conventionally defined as positive with respect to the nonwetting phase). C is the curvature of the surface: C 5 1/r 1 1 1/r 2 . When r 1 5 r 2 5 r* equation (3) becomes 
However, describing an average p c arising from interface curvature within a reservoir rock or caprock is highly complex due to the complicated pore morphology. To simplify the description, idealized models are often adopted; one such model being that of a single cylindrical capillary tube with constant cross-sectional inner diameter and ideal surface (i.e., no surface roughness and perfectly homogeneous surface chemistry).
When the curved interface described in equation (4) resides within a cylindrical capillary tube, the radius of the capillary (r 0 ) is equal to the product of the radius of the sphere (r*) and the cosine of the contact angle (h) between capillary surface and interface (r 0 5 r*cos h) [Dake, 1978] , thus:
note that the interface between the fluid phases is a portion of the surface of a sphere. From equation (5), we see that p c and r 0 are inversely proportional: as p c increases an interface between the two phases can reside in progressively smaller cylindrical tubes of radius r 0 . This dependency of interface entry into small pores on p c is the essence of structural trapping where porous shales with very small pores prevent the upward migration of an immiscible buoyant nonwetting phase.
However, the capillary forces acting to prevent the entry of the nonwetting phase are in competition with buoyancy forces. Since structurally trapped CO 2 and brine coexist in the pore space of the invaded rock they maintain pore-scale hydraulic connectivity over the full height of a CO 2 plume (Figure 3 inset). At typical CGS conditions, there will be a density difference between the phases (typically of the order 300-400 kg m
23
) resulting in a difference in phase pressures (p b ) caused by buoyancy. p b is equal to the capillary pressure present in the pore system, between the CO 2 and the brine; p b increases with CO 2 plume height h and can be described by equation (6):
where Dq is the density difference between CO 2 and brine and g is the acceleration due to gravity. When substituting the capillary pressure derived for the circular capillary tube (equation (5)) into equation (6), we obtain: Figure 3 . Pressures acting on a fluid column at the reservoir-seal interface for structural trapping. If CO 2 has migrated upward through the underlying water column then a fraction of the CO 2 is residually trapped in the pore space of the reservoir rock. Note that at depths below $800 m CO 2 is in the supercritical state. The insets on the right side schematically illustrate the pore-scale fluid configurations for a water-wet condition.
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Equation (7a) gives a first approximation of CO 2 storage capacities by structural trapping when rearranged to equation (7b); however, as mentioned above, the pore morphology of caprock is significantly more complex than a simple circular capillary tube or a bundle of capillary tubes (capillaries with different diameters) [Dullien, 1991] . Other pore geometries can be considered in order to appreciate this complexity, e.g., pore network models have been developed (cp. for instance, Fatt [1956] or Ebrahimi et al. [2013] or direct imaging of the pore space with 3-D X-ray microtomography is now possible Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2013] ).
Risk Scenarios
Since loss of containment is the main risk in CGS, it is reasonable to touch upon consequences of wettability on potential leakage scenarios, i.e., loss of containment. Numerous studies discuss implications of CO 2 leakage on drinking water aquifers or land surface environments in case leakage would occur [e.g., Birkholzer and Zhou, 2009; Pruess, 2008a Pruess, , 2008b Wang and Clarens, 2012] . Main leakage scenarios considered, however, are along faults and abandoned wells or hydrodynamic leakage in case of an open aquifer. As discussed earlier, capillary leakage through the caprock is an important aspect but less of a concern than along faults and abandoned wells. Even if wettability would allow the capillary entry pressure to be exceeded, two-phase permeability would be low, resulting in long time scales until CO 2 breakthrough at the top of the caprock would occur . Depending on the caprock thickness gas breakthrough will likely only occur after thousands of years. Even then leakage rates can be considered low, with limited hazard to overlying saline aquifers or shallow drinking water horizons. One unknown in this scenario, however, is whether CO 2 percolating into and residing in caprock has any secondary effects, e.g., a geo-chemical or geo-mechanical impact.
Residual Trapping
Residual trapping occurs when clusters of a nonwetting phase are held in place by capillary forces within the confines of the pore space (Figure 3 inset). It takes place primarily during imbibition when the capillary pressure is decreasing, for example, when water is injected into an oil reservoir to enhance recovery or at the trailing edge of a rising CO 2 plume where formation water reinvades the pore space previously occupied by CO 2 . Entrapment takes place through the competition between the imbibition processes of pistonlike advance and snap-off [Berg et al., 2013b; Roof, 1970] . During piston advance pores and throats are filled sequentially with water advancing from one region of pore space to the next. In water-wet systems water can also move through wetting films on the surface of the rock and in crevices. Via this route, it can move ahead of a piston front, which is impeded upon reaching a wide pore, and enter a nearby throat where the wetting films can swell resulting in instability in the nonwetting phase which can lead to rapid disconnection.
This competition is contact angle dependent; snap-off and hence residual trapping of the nonwetting phase are shown to be suppressed for more neutrally wet systems [Yu and Wardlaw, 1986] , a phenomenon also predicted by network model simulations [Spiteri et al., 2008] . Specifically, wettability influences which phase forms films adjacent to the rock surface [cp. e.g., Iglauer et al., 2012a] , thus influencing snap-off processes.
Dissolution and Mineral Trapping
Both dissolution and mineral trapping depend upon the pore-scale configuration of the CO 2 and aqueous phase volumes which is in turn controlled by wettability. For dissolution trapping, the pore-scale configuration of the phases governs the phase interface area [Pentland et al., 2012] , which influences the rate of dissolution and thus the transport routes for dissolved CO 2 species [Iglauer, 2011] . Once dissolution proceeds the water phase density increases [Li et al., 2004] resulting in a downward convective flow of CO 2 saturated water [Lindeberg and Wessel-Berg, 1997] , which promotes dissolution trapping. Geochemical reactions will also consequently depend upon the pore-scale configuration of the fluid phases as the configuration determines chemical potentials of the different species in the different phases, e.g., through surface areas and concentration gradients. Furthermore, the distribution of exposed mineral surfaces within the pore space affects the kinetics of the reactions. These are complex coupled phenomena, and they remain an area of active research [e.g., Landrot et al., 2012; Waldmann et al., 2014] .
Contact Angle Measurement
We have shown above that the contact angle provides a direct quantification of wettability. There are a number of methods to measure and interpret contact angles and a comprehensive review has been provided previously by Kwok and Neumann [1999] , the reader is referred to this article for details. Here we only provide a brief overview on the common methods employed in the relevant studies discussed in this review. Moreover, we cover less direct methods to quantify or infer wettability when discussing caprock and reservoir rock, because such additional methodologies are required as contact angle measurements have serious limitations with respect to caprock wettability measurements, this is discussed in more detail below.
Direct Visualization
Most direct methods for measuring contact angles are based on the telescopegoniometer method published by Bigelow et al. [1946] and summarized by Yuan and Lee [2013] . This direct method brings a droplet (e.g., CO 2 ) in contact with a mineral surface, which is immersed in a second fluid (e.g., water). This setup is typically housed in a high pressure (HP) cell, and within this cell, pressure, temperature, droplet size, and water salinity can be controlled in order to study the influence of these parameters on the contact angle. Because such HP cells are usually noncommercial setups, their designs, related size, and setups vary. In the literature, the most prominent geometric setups used for determining CO 2 /water/ mineral contact angles are the sessile or captive drop methods. In the sessile drop method, a water droplet is placed on top of a mineral surface surrounded by a less dense CO 2 atmosphere. This is similar to the captive bubble technique where the fluid droplet (e.g., CO 2 ) is placed underneath the mineral surface surrounded by water, Butt et al. [2006] . In the former case, the contact angle is measured through the wetting phase (water), in the latter case through the nonwetting phase (CO 2 ), respectively. Both methods are static procedures [e.g., Bikkina, 2011; Dickson et al., 2006; Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010; Plug and Bruining, 2007; Siemons et al., 2006; Wesch et al., 1997; Yang et al., 2008] , and strictly speaking such droplets may only be metastable-due to surface roughness and chemical heterogeneity of the surface (this is the reason that contact angles can vary substantially between receding and advancing state); however, it is commonly assumed that they reached true equilibrium so that subsequently the results can be quantified and associated conclusions can be drawn. Experimentally, a drop of fluid is brought in contact with the mineral surface using a small diameter needle connected to a HP pump and an image of the drop is recorded with a camera after a specified equilibration time of the system (cf. Figure 4 for a schematic representation of the sessile drop technique).
Improved methods to the sessile drop technique can vary the drop volume during the measurement. This allows the recording of advancing and receding contact angles (e.g., captive-drop or captive-bubble method) [Broseta et al., 2012; Chiquet et al., 2007; Shah et al., 2008; Tonnet et al., 2010; Yuan and Lee, 2013; Iglauer et al., 2014] . Rather common to both methods is the evaluation of the image and the gathering of the contact angle: the macroscopic triple point of contact between the mineral surface, the water and the CO 2 are located either manually (prone to user-dependent uncertainties) or using image analysis, where a tangent is positioned along the triple line (prone to machine error). We also note here that microscopically the triple point occurs more outward of the macroscopic triple line as the wetting fluid forms a thin tongue (<100 nm thick) on the solid surface [e.g., compare Hardy, 1919; Butt et al., 2006] , but this phenomenon is outside the scope of the presented discussion.
This experimental method and the associated sample preparation have several limitations including:
1. Sample choice and sample preparation are important. The typical mineral phases considered are calcite, quartz, and mica, while assuming that these are representative of carbonate and siliciclastic reservoirs as well as of clay-rich caprocks, respectively. For quartz, commercial materials are available with a very smooth surface (smooth to an atomic level) that has negligible surface roughness. Other materials are usually naturally occurring ones and a surface is created by cleaving these minerals (e.g., calcite or mica), followed by polishing with extra fine silicon carbide or diamond dust to reduce surface roughness. It is well established that surface roughness can significantly change contact angle and a thorough surface preparation and quantification of surface roughness are crucial for representative results [e.g., Joanny and de Gennes, 1984; Wenzel, 1949] .
2. Cross-equilibration of the fluids in the system CO 2 /brine is important to avoid measuring artifacts resulting from the equilibration process. When bringing either a water or a CO 2 droplet in contact with the mineral substrate, the fluids should either be preequilibrated or contact angle should be measured once the system is fully equilibrated (i.e., when contact angle remains constant over time). This, however, will not eliminate any short-term mineralogical changes (e.g., when carbonates are present) that could impact surface properties.
3. Strictly speaking there are no ideal surfaces: surfaces have a certain roughness and may be chemically heterogeneous. As a consequence, the Young's contact angle (which assumes an ideal flat and homogeneous surface) can be measured only with significant uncertainty as it is likely that a metastable droplet is created and observed [Butt et al., 2006] . As a result, typically, the advancing and receding contact angles are reported, and the surface roughness should also be measured to provide meaningful information; generally it is, however, recognized that surface roughness lowers the contact angle (if wetting) and increases the contact angle (if nonwetting) [Butt et al., 2006] . Furthermore, a usual assumption is that the surface is chemically homogeneous; in this context, it is vital that surface contamination is avoided as this can significantly change the contact angle [Adamson and Gast, 1997] .
4. The droplet for which the contact angle is measured must be sufficiently small (its radius must be smaller than the capillary length) so that gravitational forces do not distort the drop and change the contact angle [DeGennes et al., 2004] .
5. If dynamic contact angle measurements (e.g., the Wilhelmy plate method, see below) are conducted one has to take care that the droplet velocity is sufficiently small so that viscous forces do not distort the droplet and change the contact angle [Elliott and Riddiford, 1967] .
Other direct methods, such as the tilting plate, the Wilhelmy balance, capillary bridge, or other methods, are summarized in Yuan and Lee [2013] ; these methods have not been used for CGS related measurements.
Mineralogical and Petrophysical Properties of CO 2 Storage Reservoir and Seal Rocks
We briefly summarize certain parameters indicative of the injection and sealing horizons of currently used CO 2 storage sites (for a detailed geological description standard textbooks can be referred to, e.g., Folk [1980] ). In addition, we provide some basic characteristics of ''standard'' sandstones and shales that are discussed in the literature. These data are summarized in Table 3 , which provides an overview of these specific rocks. We also note that carbonate reservoirs, which are also considered for CO 2 storage, are mainly composed of calcite and dolomite and usually overlain by tight anhydrite or even halite. A good approximation of carbonate reservoirs is a monomineralic system, and in this sense they are much less complex compared to siliciclastic reservoirs, where five or more dominant mineral phases may occur. The impact of different mineral types on wettability will be discussed in much more detail in the following section 2.
CO 2 -Wettability of Caprock and Storage Rock Minerals
As outlined in section 1, caprocks, and to a lesser extent storage rocks, can consist of a fairly large variety of minerals (Table 3) . At the same time, each mineral is expected to have a different influence on wettability.
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V C 2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. In order to tackle this complexity systematically, we briefly describe the chemistry for each mineral and then summarize the CO 2 -wettability literature data. The Cassie-Baxter equation (equation (8)) can then be used to predict the contact angle on composite substrates [Whyman et al., 2008] assuming that chemical heterogeneity is much smaller than the fluid droplets. In case the fluid droplets are of similar size as the chemical heterogeneity, the drop will move to the most lyophilic surface (i.e., the surface with the highest chemical affinity for the drop) as to minimize the system's Gibbs energy [Berthier and Brakke, 2012] .
i 5 number of surface component; h* 5 contact angle on inhomogeneous surface, Cassie-Baxter apparent contact angle; f 5 fraction of material on the substrate surface; c 5 interfacial tension (S 5 solid; L 5 fluid 1, e.g., water; F 5 fluid 2, e.g., CO 2 ).
Quartz
Silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) can exist as several polymorphs including a-quartz, b-quartz, b-tridymite, or bcristobalite or simply as an amorphous phase (5 glass, having no defined crystal structure). Here we discuss only a-quartz (also called ''quartz'' in this article) as this material is the most common constituent of mudrocks and sandstone storage rocks (cp. Table 3 ); in addition, we discuss glass as several researchers used glass as test substrates.
Quartz has a trigonal crystal structure ( Figure 5 ), all Si atoms are tetrahedrically bonded to O atoms in a 3-D network. This crystal structure forms helices, so that the material is in fact chiral. The electronic charge distribution (which leads to the Coulombic and van der Waals forces) on the oxygen and silicon atoms can be considered to be 21.2e and 2.4e [Iglauer et al., 2012b] . The surface chemistry of amorphous silica has been reviewed by Zhuralev [2000] , and depending on the history of the surface, hydroxyl (-OH) group surface concentrations varying between 0 and 4.6 OH/nm 2 (average maximum) have been measured with a range of techniques. In reservoir environments where quartz was exposed over geological time scales to water, the maximum degree of hydroxylation is expected (i.e., 4.6. OH/nm 2 , which is the cited average maximum -OH group surface concentration by Zhuravlev [2000] ). Quartz surfaces in mudrocks or sandstones may also be covered with organic material (e.g., kerogen), or secondary cement phases such as clays (e.g., illite, kaolinite) or carbonate. Cases of organic coating, which are probably most common in oil reservoirs [Cuiec, 1991] , are discussed in section 2.7 in more detail. In case of inorganic cement coating, the type of mineral and its surface texture need to be considered (sections 2.2-2.5). As shown in molecular dynamics simulations [Liu et al., 2010; McCaughan et al., 2013] , the concentration of OH groups strongly influences the surface's wettability: higher OH surface group concentration leads to higher hydrophilicity (i.e., lower water contact angles, more water-wet material) because of the highly polar character of the OH group.
2.1.1. CO 2 -Wettability of Quartz and Glass 2.1.1.1. Contact Angle Measurements: Young's Contact Angles Several researchers measured sessile (pendant) or captive drop CO 2 /brine contact angles on quartz substrates at reservoir conditions, however a significant uncertainty remains. , 2010; Mills et al., 2011; Chiquet et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2013a; Broseta et al., 2012; Jung and Wan, 2012; Saraji et al., 2013; Farokhpoor et al., 2013; Iglauer et al., 2014] .
Santamarina
The large variation of h (7-92 ) is probably due to (a) surface roughness effects which induce a difference in advancing and receding contact angles-this is discussed in more detail in section 2.1.1.2, and (b) surface contamination [Mahadevan, 2012; Bikkina, 2012; Iglauer et al., 2014] . Such a contamination has been clearly identified as a major and highly significant problem : a quartz single crystal was cleaned with piranha solution (5vol:1vol H 2 SO 4 :H 2 O 2 ) and a water contact angle of approximately 0 was measured at ambient conditions in CO 2 atmosphere in line with reported literature data [Grate et al., 2012] . After this crystal was wiped with a ''clean'' paper towel and the test repeated (at identical conditions) the measured angle was approximately 25 ; h ( 5 70 ) was then measured, again at identical conditions, on a crystal which was exposed to laboratory air for several weeks (Table 4 ). This and a more detailed discussion on how contamination affects h measurements is provided by Iglauer et al. [2014] . This illustrates that such measurements need to be undertaken with great care and cleanliness.
Surface cleanliness of the substrate surface is therefore paramount (indeed even a partial monomolecular surface layer of contaminant can significantly change the contact angle [Adamson and Gast, 1997] ). After reading carefully through the published literature, we conclude that a significant number of studies have used cleaning procedures which are not appropriate in our opinion . Ethanol or acetone have been used although these cleaning agents are insufficient to remove all organic contamination from a substrate's surface [Love et al., 2005] ; we conclude that this leads to significant uncertainty in the data. However, we note that it is unlikely that a clean surface represents subsurface conditions, this is further discussed in section 2.9.
Contact Angle Measurements: Receding and Advancing Contact Angles
It is well known that advancing and receding contact angles can differ significantly: this difference is controlled by surface roughness and/or chemical heterogeneity [Berthier and Brakke, 2012; Adamson and Gast, 1997; Butt et al., 2006] . These effects were investigated by Chiquet et al. Although the above mentioned data set is probably again convoluted by surface contamination problems, it appears that overall h increases with pressure as a general trendline, but this trend has a high standard deviation at this moment.
In summary, some researchers measured an increase in h with pressure [Wesch et al., 1997; Chiquet et al., 2007; Broseta et al., 2012; Jung and Wan, 2012; Saraji et al., 2013; Iglauer et al., 2014] , while others did not measure such an increase [Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010; Farokhpoor et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013a] . Furthermore, while some authors identified an increase in h with salinity [Jung and Wan, 2012; Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010] others only measure a small change [Chiquet et al., 2007; Broseta et al., 2012] . Saraji et al. [2013] and Farokhpoor et al. [2013] investigated the dependency of h on temperature, but they did not observe a clear trend. The likely cause for the large data spread is again surface contamination, although the distinction between receding and advancing h reduces uncertainty significantly. Overall we think that Saraji et al. [2013] , Farokhpoor et al. [2013] , and Iglauer et al. [2014] used the most controlled cleaning methods and they found rather low h, between 0 and 30 , which suggests that quartz and glass are completely wetted by water or are strongly water-wet. We also hypothesize that quantification of surface roughness will further reduce uncertainty. However, we note that under subsurface conditions, contaminants will be present in the pore fluids and they will quite likely affect the surface chemistry of the quartz surfaces, e.g., through adsorption. This is an important area for future study as this may strongly influence h values. Wang et al. [2013b] also conducted adhesion tests (a tensile force was applied to detach a CO 2 bubble from a quartz surface in water), and found that silica was strongly or weakly water-wet at 0 MPa and 20 MPa/323K in predict that pressure and temperature strongly influence h by changing CO 2 density: h increases with pressure, but decreases with temperature; q CO2 increases with pressure, and decreases with temperature. The theoretical explanation for this phenomenon is that a higher CO 2 density leads to higher CO 2 -quartz intermolecular interactions and thus a lower interfacial tension between CO 2 and quartz c quartz-CO2 directly impacting on h, Figure 8 [cp. also Young's equation (1) and Iglauer et al., 2012b] . Tsuji et al. [2013] , however, predicted an approximately constant contact angle versus pressure for a hydrophilic quartz surface with their MD simulation. The discrepancy between these models is highly significant and may be due to the surface hydroxyl group concentration or distribution, which was significantly higher in Tsuji's model (9.5 OH groups per nm 2 , Y. Liang, private communication, 2013)-which is higher than the maximum average OH group concentration reported for amorphous silica [Zhuravlev, 2000] . This difference could also be due to the difference in the used water and/or CO 2 models and their associated force field parameters.
Adhesion Tests and Surface Roughness
A general further complication of such simulations is quantum mechanical effects (which are not considered in MD simulations; e.g., dissociation of OH surface groups), which are well known to occur (point of zero charge of quartz is at pH 5 3.0) [Bourikas et al., 2003 ], but have not yet been implemented in the MD models. In order to fully understand the h behavior, this needs to be done. Moreover, an experimental study investigating OH-surface group concentrations on quartz is required as this may be different to what is occurring on amorphous silica. 
Summary of CO 2 -Water-Silica Contact Angle Data
In summary, it can be said that a substantial effort has now gone into CO 2 -brine-quartz contact angle measurements (cp. Figures 6 and 7) . The uncertainty associated with these data is mainly due to surface roughness effects (which lead to differences in advancing and receding h), section 2.1.1.2, and surface contamination [Mahadevan, 2012; Bikkina, 2012; Iglauer et al., 2014] . Table 5 summarizes approximate qualitative trends found for h.
Overall it only appears that h slightly increases or is constant as a function of pressure. We suggest that these relationships are reinvestigated using representative silica surfaces with a known and quantified surface roughness. In addition, as was identified by Wang et al. [2013a] and Kaveh et al. [2014] , contact angle measurements depend on equilibration time between the fluids and the solid and on bubble size. They found that contact angle increases with progressing equilibration time but decreases with bubble radius if placed underneath the solid surface. Mills et al. [2011] , however, found an opposite result: their water contact angle was lower for an equilibrated system. Furthermore surface cleanliness must be considered carefully. We see value in the measurement of contact angles on perfectly cleaned surfaces as well as surfaces contaminated in such a way as to be representative of subsurface conditions, this is an important area for future study. Kaveh et al. [2013 Kaveh et al. [ , 2014 measured captive drop contact angles for the Bentheimer sandstone-CO 2 -water system. The sandstone consisted of 96% quartz, $2% feldspars, and $2% kaolinite, and the kaolinite was homogeneously distributed throughout the rock matrix. The Bentheimer sample had a porosity of 20% and a permeability of 1.48 3 10 212 m 2 (1.5 Darcy). The sandstone substrate was polished and its surface roughness was measured prior to the h measurements. The reported P a factor (arithmetic mean of the height of the primary profile within a sampling length) for their substrate was 0.03 mm. The measurements were conducted at 318 K and a range of pressures (2.35, 5.54, 9.4, 12.95 MPa) . Considering all bubble sizes, they found that pressure had no influence on h; however, the CO 2 droplet radius had a significant impact: h decreased from $40 at a radius of 0.4 mm to $5 at a bubble radius of 1.4 mm. When larger captive CO 2 bubbles were excluded and only bubbles with an apex radius of approximately 1 mm were considered then there was a slight increase in h below the CO 2 critical pressure (from $15 at 1 MPa to $18 at $7.3 MPa), above the critical pressure this trend was less clear. The influence of droplet radius may have to do with the composite character of the substrate (multimineral system, pores of different dimensions) and/or its significant surface roughness. Kaveh et al.
Bentheimer Sandstone
[2014] also tested Bentheimer substrates having two different surface This behavior is likely a surface contamination effect [Mahadevan, 2012] .
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roughnesses (P a values 0.032 and 0.059 mm were reported), and found a larger scatter for h on the rougher substrate (h varied from $7 to 38 with an approximately constant average value of $20 over the range $0.5-13.5 MPa) than on the smoother substrate (h varied from $2 to 23 with an approximately constant value of $15 over the range $0.5-13.5 MPa). The fact that h on average increased with surface roughness may have to do with the composite character of the sandstone surface or possibly experimental error.
Calcite
Calcium carbonate (CaCO 3 ) can exist as three different polymorphs: calcite, aragonite, and vaterite. While aragonite and vaterite mainly form in carbonate-rich and/or hydrothermal springs or through biochemical processes [e.g., Bjørlykke, 2010, exceptions apply], calcite is the most stable CaCO 3 polymorph at typical reservoir conditions, and consequently most limestone reservoirs mainly consist of this mineral. In addition, calcite is typically the main component of cement in sandstone. We here only report water/calcite/CO 2 contact angles; no such values were found for aragonite or vaterite in the literature (Figure 9 ).
Again there is significant uncertainty associated with these contact angles ranging from approximately 2-40 ; but the available data indicate that the calcite system is strongly or at least weakly water wet.
Most researchers measured Young's contact angles; specifically Espinoza and Santamarina [2010] measured h at room temperature (296.5 K) as a function of pressure, and they found that h is constant (% 40 ) up to the critical CO 2 pressure (7.38 MPa), but drops above this pressure to approximately 28 at higher pressures.
Small amounts of salt (0.2 M NaCl versus DI water) had no significant effect.
Mills et al. [2011] observed that h depends on the base diameter of the drop; they measured h 5 9 at 0.2 mm base diameter and h 5 29 at 1.4 mm base diameter for the water advancing contact angle and h 5 9 at 0.22 mm base diameter and h 5 27 at 1.15 mm base diameter for the water receding contact angle. They did not find a difference in h between equilibrated and nonequilibrated brine. Our interpretation of these results is that theoretically the drop size should not influence h on an ideal surface (5 no surface roughness, no chemical heterogeneity) unless the drop is too large and gravitational effects reach a significant strength [DeGennes et al., 2004; Kaveh et al., 2014] , so we conclude that these differences are likely caused by surface roughness and possibly sample contamination (surface cleanliness). However, the drop size effect should be studied further as there currently seems to be no clear answer to what is causing this effect. Table 6 summarizes approximate qualitative trends found for h. No clear trend can be identified, and the data may again be biased because of inappropriate substrate surface cleaning-the authors used the same cleaning methods as for silica (cf. Table 6 ).
Bikkina [2011] measured rather high h, which is probably caused by surface contamination [Mahadevan, 2012] , while Farokhpoor et al. [2013] , who used a more stringent surface cleaning technique, measured much lower h (h ranged between $10 and 17 and was almost constant versus pressure up to 20 MPa in deionized water and 0.8 M NaCl brine at 309 K. Wang et al.
[2013a] measured a small influence of salinity and pressure at 303 and 323 K and 7-20 MPa.
We conclude that Farokhpoor et al.'s [2013] data are most reliable because of the rigorous surface cleaning method used (cp. discussion in the quartz section 2.1.2), although h 5 10-12 at ambient pressure indicates surface contamination [Grate et al., 2012] . Again we highlight the difference between clean surfaces and contaminated surfaces representative of subsurface conditions. Broseta et al. [2012] appear to be the only group who have measured CO 2 -brine h on actual caprock, Figure 10 . Specifically they tested caprock from the Rousse depleted gas field in South France used in the Lacq CGS pilot project. The caprock consisted of approximately 70% calcite, 10% quartz, and a few percent chlorite and illite/ mica. Its porosity was below 5% and its permeability in the nanodarcy range. The contact angle was almost constant, independent of pressure and salinity or whether h was advancing or receding, except the advancing h at 343 K and high salinity at 7 M NaCl concentration was higher and increased with pressure from 30 to 60 when pressure was increased from $1 to $10 MPa. This caprock was thus clearly strongly to weakly water-wet. Biotite has the general chemical formula K(Mg,Fe) 3 AlSi 3 O 10 (F,OH) 2 with its Mg-end-member phlogopite KMg 3 (AlSi 3 O 10 )(F,OH) 2 . Both biotite and phlogopite are usually metamorphic or igneous in origin and therefore uncommon in reservoir rocks, however, they are important metamorphic or igneous minerals. Sessile, receding, and advancing contact angle measurements on mica found in the literature are summarized in Figure 11 [Chiquet et al., 2007; Mills et al., 2011; Broseta et al., 2012; Farokhpoor et al., 2013] . In the studies conducted by Chiquet et al. [2007] and Broseta et al. [2012] , the muscovite was fully cleaved along a crystal unit surface so that an ultrasmooth surface was obtained. They then measured advancing and receding contact angles as a function of pressure and salinity, Figure 11 . In Chiquet et al.'s and Broseta et al.'s studies, the advancing contact angles were generally higher (h between 35 and 100 ) than the receding h (between 18 and 70 ), as expected. They did not find a clear influence of salinity on h. Farokhpoor et al.
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[2013] measured significantly lower advancing contact angles than Chiquet et al. and Broseta et al., prob- ably because of the surface cleaning procedures employed; as previously outlined the surface cleaning method has a profound impact on h measurements . Mills et al. [2011] measured h on biotite ($35-40 ) at 313 K in 35,000 ppm brine, which is consequently strongly water-wet. Wang et al.
[2013b] measured a low and constant receding h ($20 ) on magnesium mica; while the advancing h was higher and increased with pressure (from $20 at a reported pressure of 0 MPa to 43 at a pressure of 20
MPa/323K). Wang et al. [2013b] also evaluated the influence of surface roughness on h for magnesium mica, and h decreased at 20 MPa and 323K from 79 at low surface roughness (5 6.4 nm) to 11 at high surface roughness (5 1600 nm). A general trendline through all data shows that h increases with increasing pressure, however, data spread is large. Depleted oil and gas reservoirs are often considered suitable for CO 2 injection as it has been proven that the local geology traps buoyant hydrocarbons and because of preexisting infrastructure. Some of the first operating and planned CO 2 storage projects inject into hydrocarbon formations for these reasons or to produce additional oil reserves (e.g., Weyburn oil field, Canada [Riding, 2006] , Goldeneye gas field, United Kingdom [Tucker et al., 2013] ). Overall these reservoirs provide relatively small storage capacities: 675-900 Gt/ CO 2 total storage capacity versus 10,000 Gt/CO 2 total storage capacity for deep saline aquifers [IPCC, 2005] .
The mineral surfaces in these reservoirs have in some cases changed wettability states due to their exposure to crude oils [cp. for instance Iglauer et al., 2012a; Buckley et al., 1997 Buckley et al., , 1998 ]. In this context, Cuiec [1991] measured oil-wettability of 35 plugs recovered from 33 different oil reservoirs and found that approximately 1/3 was water-wet, 1/3 intermediate-wet, and 1/3 oil-wet (carbonate reservoirs were typically more oil-wet).
Mechanistically, it is believed that surface active compounds in the crude oil (e.g., asphaltenes which are large organic molecules, Figure 13 ) adsorb and adhere to the mineral surface. This adsorption is thought to be caused by polar interactions, surface precipitation, acid-base interactions, ion binding, or any combination thereof [Buckley et al., 1998 ].
Considering the chemical complexity of crude oil, two consequences follow: (a) a quartz surface (or indeed any mineral surface) exposed to crude oil over a long time period is very likely to show rendered wettability characteristics, with a shift toward increased oil-wettability, cp. Cuiec's [1991] study discussed above, and (b) the exact wetting behavior of a quartz or glass surface depends on the crude oil itself and the sample preparation [Buckley et al., 1997] . Significantly different wettabilities may be created by different crude oil and/or wettability alteration conditions as shown by oil-brine contact angle measurements performed by Buckley et al. [1997] and reproduced here in importance to replicate the reservoir rock surface at true reservoir conditions in the laboratory adequately which is certainly a very difficult task; this is discussed further in section 2.9.
Furthermore, it should be noted that CO 2 will mix to some degree with kerogen and it might displace it from the pores and/or surfaces. In fact CO 2 is used in enhanced oil recovery operations to recovery more hydrocarbons from reservoirs [Blunt et al., 1993; Manrique et al., 2007] and it is an excellent cleaning agent used for instance in dry cleaning [Dutschk et al., 2013] or semiconductor manufacturing [Liu et al., 2010 ]. An analogue situation, which, however, is based on a different physical phenomenon, is true for clays or cements: the acidic brine can react with these rock components and thus remove them from the surface [Canal et al., 2012] . In this review, we ignore these dynamic effects (ageing and/or reactive transport), which, if they occur, would modify CO 2 -wettability of the rock. Now back to the discussion of the CO 2 -water-hydrophobic rock system:
We compiled all literature data about contact angles measured on hydrophobic surfaces for the CO 2 -water system we could find and plotted them again as a function of pressure (Figure 14) . It is clear that the water contact angles on such hydrophobic surfaces are substantially higher than on hydrophilic surfaces, and h is typically >90
, so these surfaces are CO 2 -wet. Dickson et al. [2006] have partially methylated glass slides with dimethylchlorosilane. This surface corresponds approximately to an oil-wet surface with aliphatic hydrocarbons as surface functional groups, and which is more likely found in a light oil [Pedersen and Christensen, 2007] . They created two methylated glass surfaces, one with a 88 mol % methyl group (-CH 3 group) concentration and the other one with a 63 mol % methyl group concentration. On these partially methylated surfaces, they conducted contact angle measurements with scCO 2 (and water) at 296 K, and they found that both surfaces are CO 2 -wet with water contact angles ranging between 90 and 160 . The surface with the higher degree of methylation had the higher water contact angle, Figure 14 . Chi et al. [1988] measured h on clean, feed, and refuse coal (Upper Freeport coal from Indiana, Pennsylvania), Figure 14 . Feed coal is directly retrieved from the coal mine, not processed, and of most interest to our review. Clean and refuse coal were obtained after the water-liquid CO 2 separation process, where the clean coal floated in the CO 2 phase while the refuse remained in the aqueous phase. As expected, the clean coal sample data showed CO 2 -wet characteristics (103-154 ), while the refuse samples showed a wider range of 
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In addition, various other mineral, metal, and polymer surfaces have been tested in terms of CO 2 -wettability. Sapphire (Al 2 O 3 ) had a h between $45 (at a reported pressure of 0 MPa) and $60 (at 30 MPa) [Wesch et al., 1997] ; sapphire is thus weakly water-wet. This data set may again be biased because of the surface cleaning method used (cp. section 2.1.2) .
Polytetrafluoroethylene is weakly CO 2 -wet (lower pressures) or strongly CO 2 -wet (higher pressures), ($100-150 ) [Wesch et al., 1997; Espinoza and Santamarina, 2010; Sutjiadi-Sia et al., 2008] ; however, it is not a good representation of an oil-wet rock surface because it is halogenated, i.e., artificially produced and not naturally found. Polyvinylchloride, again an artificial substance, is intermediate-wet to CO 2 -wet ($85-140 ) [Wesch et al., 1997] . We are not discussing CO 2 -wettability of metal surfaces here as they are not relevant in a subsurface CCS context.
Subsurface Conditions
It is recognized that most of the subsurface exists under suboxic or even reducing conditions; consequently, it is highly probable that mineral surfaces in the subsurface are not clean, but instead doped with a variety of molecules which adsorb on the mineral surface. Such adsorbed molecules, however, can be expected to significantly alter the wettability of the surface [Adamson and Gast, 1997] . We thus believe that the effect of adsorption of different molecules onto the relevant mineral surfaces and their impact on h should be examined, including the influence of their concentration, molecular structure, and distribution on the surface. One challenge in this context is to recover representative cores with representative wettability from the subsurface as drilling mud may have contaminated the samples [Wunderlich, 1991] and the change in pressure and temperature conditions may have affected the wettability. Thus possible measures to restore subsurface wettability in the laboratory should be investigated. It may ultimately be required to conduct in situ field tests to measure the true wettability character of a formation, although the outlined laboratory experiments will add substantial confidence to the analysis.
Conclusions on CO 2 Wettability of Mineral and Rock Surfaces
The minerals that form the bulk of storage rock, i.e., quartz and calcite, appear to be strongly or weakly water-wet with fairly low water contact angles (measured in CO 2 /water/mineral systems). The large uncertainty in the data (cp. Figures 6, 7 , and 9) is probably due to surface contamination and surface roughness effects. It can also be seen from general trendlines that water advancing contact angles are generally higher (between 0 and 60 higher) than the corresponding receding h as expected. This effect is caused by surface roughness as substantiated by some measurements conducted by Wang et al.
[2013b], but it is again clouded by possible surface contamination effects; consequently this effect needs to be further analyzed in a more systematic way. However, distinguishing advancing and receding contact angles clearly reduces uncertainty.
Kaveh et al.
[2014] measured strongly water-wet conditions for Bentheimer sandstone, which mainly ($96%) consisted of quartz. They found that h strongly drops with increasing CO 2 bubble size, which the authors explain in terms of the interplay of interfacial and buoyancy forces.
Generally similar results as for quartz and calcite were found for mica/muscovite/phlogopite, which are assumed to be representative of caprock forming minerals. Mica appears to be more CO 2 -wet than quartz or calcite, but it is still weakly or strongly water-wet (Figure 11 ), especially when considering surface contamination is again likely to be responsible for a shift toward higher measured h. Feldspar, which is another mineral found in caprocks, has similar wetting properties with regard to CO 2 as quartz or calcite, and it is strongly to weakly water-wet. The Rousse caprock (70% calcite, 10% quartz, illite, and chlorite) investigated by Broseta et al. [2012] also showed similar CO 2 -wettability characteristics. In terms of clay materials, it appears that montmorillonite and kaolinite could be CO 2 -wet, while illite and smectite are likely to be water-wet; however, more data are required to make a conclusion with high confidence about this. It is also not clear-because of the large data spread-whether h increases with increased pressure or not. Although this increase has been observed in many cases and has been theoretically predicted by molecular dynamics simulations, it has not been observed in other studies or an independent molecular dynamics model. The effects of temperature and salinity could also not be clearly identified because of the large data spread. It is, however, clear that these parameters are important in a CGS context, and new studies should be conducted where (a) controlled surfaces are investigated (e.g., the characteristics of contaminations are well understood or all contaminants are completely removed), and (b) the influence of surface roughness is quantified experimentally. One clear conclusion is that h on hydrophobic surfaces (including oil-wet quartz and limestone, and coal) are intermediate-wet or CO 2 -wet, and that h increases with increasing pressure on such surfaces. Theoretically an increase in h with a pressure increase can be explained by higher molecular interactions between CO 2 and quartz at increased pressure (because CO 2 is then denser) [Iglauer et al., 2012b] but it is unclear why some experiments did not confirm this prediction and why Tsuji et al.'s [2013] model does not predict that.
Overall it is clear that condensed scCO 2 behaves significantly different than gaseous CO 2 in terms of wettability, and it is important that these effects are considered in field scale predictions for CGS. We highlight this with examples in the discussion section of this review. We can generally say that none of the CO 2 systems is completely water-wet (i.e., h 5 0 ) at reservoir conditions as sometimes assumed. Furthermore, we think thatbecause of the complex geology and caprock formation process and exposure of the caprock to reservoir fluids over very long time periods-caprock surfaces could in theory be either hydrophilic or hydrophobic, which would mainly depend on the organic molecules present in the reservoir fluids, but also to some extent on the mineral surfaces and thermophysical conditions. The hydrophobicity could have been attained by exposure to organic molecules which adhere to the rock surface (molecular monolayer concentrations of such organic molecules would be sufficient), or precipitation of organic molecules onto the rock surface. This area requires more study.
We also note that information about a few important rock-forming minerals are missing, including dolomite, anhydrite, siderite, and halite.
Furthermore, conducting h measurements directly on small clay crystals (size $2 lm) using the standard sessile or captive drop technique (with a fluid drop length $1 mm) is not possible and an improved technique needs to be developed to dispense smaller droplets on these small crystals, or altogether different techniques need to be employed (see discussion in the following sections).
Capillary Pressure Measurements on Tight Rocks
Generally, CO 2 migration through the water-saturated pore network of a caprock may occur when the CO 2 fluid pressure in the reservoir exceeds the capillary entry pressure p e (i.e., nonwetting fluid is entering the capillary pore space of a sealing formation). This is valid for the intergranular pore space but also for waterfilled (micro-)fractures, for which p e would be much lower because of their much larger idealized radii (cp. equation (5) Thus the capillary entry pressure p e determines the maximum gas column height which can be permanently stored by structural trapping. p c is also the pressure difference at the reservoir/caprock interface that evolves after CO 2 injection into a reservoir. Consequently, the precise determination of p c , p e , and p br is crucial for leakage risk assessments and the associated public and legal acceptance of geological CO 2 storage.
Definitions of Capillary Pressures of Caprocks
By definition, the drainage process refers to a nonwetting phase displacing the wetting phase, and the scale of this displacement process can exceed the percolation threshold so that continuous flow paths of the nonwetting phase form across the pore system. Especially with respect to low-permeability rocks, the literature terminology describing this process includes ''threshold displacement pressure'' [Ibrahim et al., 1970] , ''threshold pressure'' [Thomas et al., 1967] et al., 1999] . If the excess pressure of the nonwetting phase increases further, additional fluid flow pathways will develop across the porous medium, thus increasing the effective permeability to the nonwetting phase and the nonwetting phase saturation. For low-permeability rocks, several authors determine p br from drainage experiments [Egermann et al., 2006a; Gall e, 2000; Horseman et al., 1999; Li et al., 2005] . A detailed list of terms is provided in Hildenbrand et al. [2002] . A reduction of the excess pressure in the nonwetting phase after gas breakthrough will lead to the reimbibition of the wetting phase, starting with the smallest pores and proceeding successively to larger pores. This process results in a continuous decrease in permeability for the nonwetting phase. Ultimately, when the last interconnected flow-path is blocked with the reimbibing phase (e.g., water if the rock is water-wet), the permeability for the nonwetting phase will drop to zero and a pressure difference will persist between the gas phases below and above the seal. This residual pressure difference or ''snap-off'' pressure p sn (pressure at which the largest interconnecting capillary is blocked with the wetting phase) is assumed to be lower than p br of the drainage path [e.g., Busch and Amann-Hildenbrand, 2013; Zweigel et al., 2004] . Drainage and imbibition processes are characterized by different pressure/saturation and relative permeability/saturation curves. In general, the wetting fluid permeability is lower during imbibition than during drainage. For low-permeability rocks, this phenomenon has so far only been marginally investigated experimentally [e.g., Methods to determine capillary breakthrough and snap-off pressures p br and p sn have been described and compared in detail by Egermann et al. [2006a] .
In the following the term ''breakthrough'' (for primary drainage) and ''snap-off'' (for secondary imbibition) will consistently be used in the context of the characterization of low-permeability rocks serving as seals above CO 2 storage reservoirs. Experimental methods have been summarized comprehensively in Egermann et al. [2006a] and Busch and Amann-Hildenbrand [2013] . These include the direct methods of measuring ''snap-off'' and ''breakthrough'' pressures on sample plugs as well as mercury porosimetry conventionally performed on sample fragments. (1.5 mD), and porosity / of 14%; and the sealing formation overlying the Stuttgart formation used as storage horizon in the CO 2 SINK project near Ketzin, Germany. This is an anhydrite-rich mudrock with r 0 5 10 nm, k 5 1.63 3 10 220 m 2 (16.5 nD), and / 5 15%. It was shown that the standard, continuous, and dynamic methods provide approximately the same breakthrough p c value, in this case ranging between 1.1 and 1.3 MPa (depending on confining pressure) for the Tavel sample. The difference is rather related to the confining pressure than to the method used. The authors also performed a residual pressure experiment (imbibition path) and found that p c decreased by $50% to a value of $0.5 MPa. As mentioned previously, a lower value is expected given the differences in advancing and receding contact angles. A similar attempt was made for the Ketzin sample while only the standard and dynamic methods provided suitable values which, however, gave a consistent result, p c $ 12 MPa. Li et al. [2005] examined the seal formation of the Weyburn project at 332 K; there CO 2 is injected to enhance oil recovery and at the same time the project is used as a test site to verify carbon storage options. The sealing formation is the Midale evaporite, consisting of anhydrite and anhydritic dolomite with permeabilities as low as 6.9 3 10 221 22.56 3 10 220 m 2 (7-26 nD) and porosities of 0.3-0.7% (for the samples used for the CO 2 tests). The authors used the standard (step-by-step) approach [Egermann et al., 2006a ] to measure breakthrough pressures, and they used CO 2 , N 2 , and CH 4 as test gases. Results are summarized in Table  8 showing that the ratio in p br values determined with different gases approximately corresponds to the ratio of their respective fluid-fluid interfacial tension values. Li et al., therefore, concluded that CO 2 /brine/ anhydrite is water wetting (when assuming that the corresponding N 2 and CH 4 systems are also water-wet). Table 8 also includes an estimate of the CO 2 -brine-rock contact angle. We base our estimate on the assumption that the largest pore can be modeled by a cylindrical capillary tube. We thus equate equation (5) for the CO 2 -brine and N 2 -brine cases assuming the N 2 -brine-rock contact angle is zero. We then insert interfacial tensions and breakthrough pressure ratios for the N 2 -brine and CO 2 -brine systems listed in Table 8 (from Li et al. [2005] ); and we solve for the unknown CO 2 -brine-rock contact angle. The resulting estimates indicate that the systems are completely or strongly water-wet. As pointed out in section 1.2, our estimate is only rough and it is biased because p c is also a strong function of the pore morphology [cp. for instance Purcell, 1950] .
Snap-Off Pressure During Imbibition
The snap-off pressure, on the imbibition path, is typically lower than the corresponding entry or breakthrough pressure on the drainage path. While this parameter is less relevant for caprock sealing assessment it is easier and more time-efficient to determine and therefore used as a conservative value for the more relevant capillary entry pressure. In addition, knowing the snap-off pressure gives an estimate of the reduction in reservoir pressure needed to stop capillary leakage in case the breakthrough pressure was exceeded.
There are few studies reporting snap-off capillary pressures using CO 2 on plug samples of different lithotypes, including mudrocks, sandstones, and carbonate-rich rocks that all originate from the same research group [Alles, 2008; Amann-Hildenbrand et al., 2013a , 2013b Hildenbrand et al., 2002 Hildenbrand et al., , 2004 Wollenweber et al., 2010] . A summary of these studies is provided in Busch and Amann-Hildenbrand [2013] . For the purpose of this review, we focus on measurements using the same rock sample, and discuss different reference fluids with known wettability and interfacial tensions [Hildenbrand et al., 2002 [Hildenbrand et al., , 2004 . These experiments were conducted on four different Boom Clay samples, and are summarized in Table 9 , while permeability and porosity of these four samples were similar with 23-24% and 1.67-6.41 3 10 220 m 2 (17-65 nD), respectively, N 2 /brine and CO 2 /brine snap-off pressures varied quite notably. The ratio of these two parameters ranges between 1.5 and 2.7 with one exception (ratio of 13). This is in line with the interfacial tension ratio of 1.9 for these two fluid pairs. We also compared the gas/brine p c data with measured Hg/air values (to determine capillary entry pressures) in the same table. It is obvious that there is a mismatch between the p sn and the corresponding interfacial tension ratios that is significant. Reasons are unclear, interfacial tension, and contact angle data for Hg/ air are well established and we assume that this is related to the usage of the Hg porosimetry method in general, in the interpretation of the data, or to the effect that h values below 22 can be ignored for imbibition (cp. section 1.2) [Anderson, 1987b; Morrow, 1976] . Table 9 also includes our estimates for the CO 2 -brine-rock contact angle, we apply the same methodology as for the breakthrough pressure data in Table  8 As attempted previously by Busch and Amann-Hildenbrand [2013] , we tried to infer some relationships from the CO 2 /brine snap-off data by plotting p su (snap-off capillary pressure) against permeability and Hg/air capillary entry pressures (Figure 15 ). The expectation would be that within a certain error range CO 2 /brine and Hg/air capillary pressures correlate and that a relationship between CO 2 /brine capillary pressure and permeability can be identified. In both cases, this was not possible. There is only a tendency of increasing CO 2 /brine p c values with decreasing permeability (Pearson correlation coefficient R 2 5 0.07) which is however not dominant. This leaves us with a range of speculations: (a) different CO 2 /brine/rock contact angles could impact results. This might be the case especially when comparing rocks of different mineralogy (quartz-rich, clay-rich, and carbonate-rich). Another reason might be (b) errors induced by sample preconditioning for Hg/air data, especially for rocks rich in swelling clays such as some of the mudrocks used in Figure 15 . Interpretation of Hg porosimetry curves is also not straightforward as discussed by Amann- Hildenbrand et al. [2013a Hildenbrand et al. [ , 2013b . Furthermore, (c) the general alteration state of the samples is certainly an important factor and it is known that especially clay-rich rocks tend toward dehydration-cracking, while such cracks can completely determine capillarity in such rocks. Microfractures during plug drilling or sample mounting might also play a role and p c values would be dramatically underestimated.
Assuming the correctness of the data (no error bars were given in the article), these and probably some more factors can cause the inconsistency of the results and it is not possible to rank these reasons. In conclusion, no general statements on wettability can be drawn from the given CO 2 /brine snap-off pressures, and more experiments of this kind should be conducted.
Wettability of Reservoir Rocks
Capillary Pressure
We now extend our discussion of capillary pressures to include reservoir formation rock types. There are two saturation change processes of interest as mentioned above: drainage and imbibition. The order in which displacements take place is denoted by the terms primary, secondary, tertiary, and so on. Table 10 summarizes the flow sequences of interest in our discussion. It is important to note that the capillary pressure can be negative when the wetting phase pressure exceeds the nonwetting phase pressure (cf. equation (2)) during both drainage and imbibition. We refer to imbibition at positive capillary pressure as spontaneous imbibition and imbibition at negative capillary pressure as forced imbibition. As previously discussed, drainage and imbibition capillary pressure curves are typically not identical due to capillary pressure hysteresis which is caused by the difference between advancing and receding contact angles (i.e., surface roughness and chemical heterogeneity), impact of pore morphology (e.g., compare discussion in section 1.2 and, for instance, Purcell [1950] ), and residual trapping (caused by nonwetting fluid snap-off [Roof, 1970] ).
An analysis of the form of the drainage and imbibition p c (S w ) curves with respect to the p c 5 0 axis can give a clear indication of wettability. This approach is favored in the petroleum industry where a range of wettability indices have been proposed as a means to quantify wettability behavior [Amott, 1959; Donaldson et al., 1969; Longeron et al., 1995] . These wettability indices consider the relative shape of the secondary imbibition and secondary drainage curves in relation to the p c 5 0 axis.
We do not provide a detailed description of wettability indices here; rather we describe how to qualitatively interpret p c (S w ) curves with regard to the system's wettability. For this thought experiment, we consider the primary drainage and secondary imbibition p c (S w ) curves of a CO 2 -brine-rock system: these are the relevant flow sequences when CO 2 is injected into a brine filled aquifer, and is subsequently displaced by inflowing water. Brine is displaced from a fraction of the pore space by the introduction of a nonwetting phase (assuming water-wet conditions) Secondary imbibition Brine reimbibes into the pore space, displacing a fraction of the nonwetting phase Secondary drainage
The nonwetting phase reenters the pore space, displacing a fraction of the wetting phase a Tertiary flow sequences are not summarized although they simply represent the third sequence of displacements, following the same pattern described. Water-wet conditions are assumed-in case of CO 2 -wet rock drainage and imbibition are interchanged.
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Water-Wet Rock
First, imagine a strongly hydrophilic system where there is a preference for the rock surface to be covered by water. Initially the pore space is filled with water and CO 2 will not enter (p c 5 0; point A, Figure 16a ); for this to occur a capillary entry pressure (p e ) constraint or threshold must be overcome (point B, Figure 16a ). This is because water-wet rock has a higher affinity to water and it requires energy to displace the water with CO 2 (which has a lower affinity to the rock). As p c is increased more CO 2 enters the system displacing water until an irreducible water saturation is attained, we define an irreducible saturation as one where an increase in p c (within typical laboratory and reservoir ranges) will not result in further saturation changes (point C, Figure 16a ). p c is subsequently decreased causing water to spontaneously imbibe into the system: the secondary imbibition flow sequence has begun. During imbibition virtually all saturation change occurs spontaneously and no water imbibes at negative p c (between points D and E, Figure 16a ). In this example, work is required during primary drainage due to the unfavorable surface free energy change when CO 2 displaces water; the work required being related to the area under the capillary pressure curve [Leverett, 1941; Morrow, 1970] . Conversely no-or very little-work is performed to change the saturation during imbibition due to the favorable surface free energy change [Schwartz, 1969] . This is a clear indication that the system is strongly water-wet.
Intermediate-Wet Rock
We can also consider an alternative state where the rock is less hydrophilic and hence termed intermediatewet. CO 2 now enters the rock at a lower p e in the range 0 < p e < p e_water-wet (where p e_water-wet is the capillary entry pressure in the water-wet scenario) (point F, Figure 16b ). As p c is increased water is displaced until an irreducible water saturation is reached (point G, Figure 16b ). Note that the area under the primary drainage curve is smaller than in the water-wet scenario: less work is required to achieve a comparable displacement of water by CO 2 . During secondary imbibition, the water saturation increases and importantly this occurs at both positive (points G to H, Figure 16b ) and negative (points H to I, Figure 16b ) p c , in contrast to the water-wet case (Figure 16a ). In this example, we see that both CO 2 saturation and water saturation can increase with only limited work being performed. This indicates that the system is not strongly wetting to either phase. It is important to note that positive or negative p c does not in itself describe wettability. Saturation changes occurring when the CO 2 pressure exceeds the water pressure is not a measure of CO 2 -wetting in a particular saturation range. If the pore space were an idealized capillary tube this would be true but in reality the complex interplay of pore morphology and wettability allows for both spontaneous and forced saturation changes even for strongly water-wet systems (excluding h 5 0 ) [Purcell, 1950] .
CO 2 -Wet Rock
Finally, we consider a strongly CO 2 -wet system. While our discussion of the strongly water-wet and intermediate-wet cases is informed by experimental studies from the petroleum industry [notably Killins al., 1953] , there are few measurements of the shape of the p c (S w ) curve when a strongly wetting phase displaces a nonwetting phase from a porous medium initially entirely saturated with the nonwetting phase. The only example we are aware of is that measured on preferentially oilwet sandstone from the Elk Basin reservoir (Wyoming, USA) using formation brine and stripped (degassed) reservoir oil [Welge, 1949] ; where oil was observed to spontaneously enter the rock, without the application of force. With this data as a reference, we envisage that the p c (S w ) curves for a strongly CO 2 -wet system are of the form illustrated in Figure 16c . CO 2 enters the rock at p c 5 0 (points J to K, Figure  16c ) displacing water until an irreducible saturation is achieved. Most of this saturation change is achieved at p c 5 0 with only a minimal amount of work required to expel additional water from the system (i.e., upon increasing p c ). As p c is decreased water will only enter the system upon the application of force (i.e., at negative p c : points K to L, Figure 16c ). We refrain from using the terms drainage and imbibition in the CO 2 -wet context due to the change in their definitions compared to the water-wet case (drainage would indicate the water saturation is increasing in the CO 2 -wet system).
In summary, studying the relative saturation changes at positive and negative capillary pressures during primary drainage and secondary imbibition can aid our understanding of wettability in CO 2 -brine-rock systems.
Primary drainage capillary pressure curves have been measured for scCO 2 -brine-sand [Plug and Bruining, 2007; , scCO 2 -brine-sandstone [Pentland et al., 2011; Pini et al., 2012; Akbarabadi and Piri, 2013; Sarmadivaleh and Iglauer, 2014] and scCO 2 -brine-carbonate systems [El-Maghraby and Blunt, 2013] . Furthermore imbibition capillary pressure curves have been measured for scCO 2 -brine-sand systems [Plug and Bruining, 2007; . Only one study has reported both spontaneous and forced imbibition data [Plug and Bruining, 2007] . No scCO 2 -brine secondary drainage data have been reported to date. We now consider three aspects of capillary-pressure measurements: capillary entry pressure (p e ); the relative shapes of the drainage and imbibition p c (S w ) curves with respect to the p c 5 0 axis; and the scaling of p c (S w ) curves for different fluid pairs. The lack of secondary drainage data means wettability index analysis is not possible.
Capillary Entry Pressure of CO 2 Entering Reservoir Rocks During Primary Drainage
At the start of primary drainage, a capillary entry pressure (p e ) (the maximum p c reported at S w 5 1) must be applied to force a nonwetting phase into a sample saturated with the wetting phase. Table 11 summarizes reported p e measurements for scCO 2 -brine fluid systems [Egermann et al., 2006b; Plug and Bruining, 2007; . For quartz sands, Plug and Bruining This may be due to system wettability, large open pores at the outer edges of the sample, or measurement accuracy (uncertainty in p c and S w was 20 Pa and 0.03, respectively). Entry pressures scaled with c (using the YoungLaplace relationship) show that scCO 2 -brine p e /c was lower than air-brine p e /c , slightly lower than liquidCO 2 -brine p e /c [Plug and Bruining, 2007] and comparable to Hg-air p e /c [Egermann et al., 2006b ], when measured for the same porous media. Overall most p e data [Egermann et al., 2006b; are positive; work must be performed to force CO 2 into a water-filled sample indicative of the sample being water-wet. However, Plug and Bruining [2007] reported a small negative p e and as such further data are required to reach a firm conclusion.
Further studies reporting primary drainage capillary pressure curves on sandstones [Pentland et al., 2011; Pini et al., 2012; Pini and Benson, 2013; Sarmadivaleh and Iglauer, 2014] and a limestone [El-Maghraby and Blunt, 2013] lack data close to S w 5 1, making it difficult to draw conclusions regarding p e for the sandstones and limestone investigated. 
Form of the p c (S w ) Relationship
To the best of our knowledge, only two studies have reported primary drainage and secondary imbibition p c (S w ) data for scCO 2 -brine systems [Plug and Bruining, 2007; , both for quartz sands (Figure 17) .
From the data, we see that most of the saturation changes occur at positive capillary pressure; with the exception of the first drainage point (S w 5 1) and part of the secondary imbibition curve (S w > $ 0.5) in the data of Plug and Bruining [2007] . This indicates that the scCO 2 -brine-quartz sand system is water-wet: work must be performed to force CO 2 into the pore space during drainage and most of the water imbibition occured spontaneously. The presence of saturation change at negative p c discounts the system being perfectly water wet (h 5 0 ); cf. wettability definitions in Table 2 . It is interesting to note that for the measurements performed at p _water 5 8.5 MPa, the primary drainage curves match closely whereas the imbibition curves differ significantly between these studies.
Capillary Scaling Relationships
A number of studies have compared the p c (S w ) relationship for different fluid pairs, and also different rock types, through scaling analyses (Table 12) . Plug and Bruining [2007] showed that primary drainage curves for gaseous and supercritical CO 2 coincided when capillary pressure was scaled by interfacial tension (p c /c) using the Young-Laplace relationship; while for secondary imbibition this was not possible. The authors concluded that if the CO 2 is in a supercritical state, then quartz sand could be altered to an intermediate wetting state. Pentland et al. [2011] showed that mercury-air, decane-brine, and scCO 2 -brine primary drainage curves in Berea sandstone coincided within experimental error after scaling with c and contact angle, although measurement uncertainty was higher than in other studies. The scCO 2 -brine drainage contact angle was assumed to be 0 . Consistent with Pentland et al., Pini et al. [2012] found close agreement between scCO 2 -brine and mercury-air primary drainage curves in Arqov and Berea sandstone by scaling using the Leverett-J function [Leverett, 1941] that considered both contact angle and c [after Rose and Bruce, 1949] . Mercury-air and scCO 2 -brine primary drainage measurements were shown to match after scaling for c (contact angles were assumed equal) in Berea, Paaratte, and Mt. Simon sandstones . Pini and Benson [2013] used h as a fitting parameter to achieve coalescene of mercury-air, nitrogen-brine, and scCO 2 -brine primary drainage curves in Berea sandstone after scaling for c. Fitted contact angles were found to be very similar ($40 ) and were hence ignored in further scaling analysis. A result consistent with Pentland et al. [2011] and Pini et al. [2012] was obtained by Sarmadivaleh and Iglauer [2014] when using the Leverett-J scaling function on a Berea plug, measurement conditions were 323 K and 10 MPa water pressure. showed that by scaling c it was not possible to coalesce air-brine and scCO 2 -brine (p _water 5 8.5 and 12 MPa) curves for either primary drainage or secondary imbibition, but by scaling for contact angle (drainage imbibition angles of 77 and 85 , respectively) coalescence was achieved. The authors concluded that scCO 2 exposure time may be an important factor in altering the wettability of silica surfaces.
It should be noted that the basis for contact angle scaling has been questioned (as summarized by Anderson [1987b] ) due to the inherent assumption of a bundle of tubes (cylindrical) pore geometry. By considering more complex pore geometries such as a toroid, Purcell [1950] has shown that there is a different capillary entry pressure behavior for contact angles above 90 where entry depends not only on geometry and contact angle, but also the position of the interface within the pore. Simplistic scaling relationships for contact angles greater than 90 would thus appear questionable. This finding is consistent with a previous experimental study that showed that air-liquid drainage curves in teflon cores, scaled for c only, coalesced if the equilibrium contact angle was less than 50 , whereas the imbibition curves coalesced for contact angles <22 [Morrow, 1976] . This difference in behavior between drainage and imbibition may go some way to explain the inability of Plug and Bruining [2007] and to coalesce their imbibition measurements through c scaling alone.
It is nevertheless clear that h has an influence, which, however, is clouded by the complicated pore morphology; advanced pore space models (e.g., network models) [Dong and Blunt, 2009] , or direct microcomputed tomography images Jettestuen et al., 2013] may improve h scaling and associated p c (S w ) curve predictions in the future.
Relative Permeability
The concept of relative permeability arises when more than one fluid phase resides within a porous medium. The relative permeability of a fluid is defined as its effective permeability divided by the absolute (single-phase) permeability of the medium. In case of multiple fluids in the rock, the flow of each fluid phase is typically impeded by the presence of the other phase(s), and relative permeability (k r ) is hence a function of saturation, k r (S w ). In addition, relative permeability is a function of rock properties, fluid properties, and thermophysical conditions, including wettability [Bear, 1988; McCaffery and Bennion, 1974] . These relationships are difficult to predict and hence relative permeabilities of wetting and nonwetting phases are traditionally measured experimentally [e.g., Honarpour and Mahmood, 1988; Oak et al., 1990] . With regard to wettability, it has been reported for oil/water and air/water systems that the wetting phase relative permeability will increase as the system becomes less wetting to that phase; while the nonwetting phase relative permeability will decrease for the same wettability shift [Craig, 1971; McCaffery and Bennion, 1974] . Consequently, k r can be used as a qualitative indicator to assess the wettability of a rock-fluid-fluid system.
A number of studies have investigated scCO 2 -brine relative permeability relationships in a range of reservoir and outcrop rocks [Bennion and Bachu, 2008; Perrin and Benson, 2010; Shi et al., 2011; Krevor et al., 2012 sandstone, a number of fluid systems have been investigated, making a comparison of results with regard to wettability enlightening. Relative permeabilites have been measured for helium-oil [Richardson et al., 1952] , air-oil (The oil used was listed as Soltrol ''C'' core test fluid. Phillips Petroleum Company, Special Products Division, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.) [Brooks and Corey, 1964] , N 2 -brine [Oak et al., 1990] , gaseous CO 2 -water [Botset, 1940] , as well as scCO 2 -brine [Perrin and Benson, 2010; Krevor et al., 2012; Akbarabadi and Piri, 2013; Pini and Benson, 2013] systems. A detailed comparison and discussion of these works are provided by Krevor et al. [2012] and Pini and Benson [2013] who both conclude that there is little wettability change between the scCO 2 -brine system and these other systems which are strongly wetted by one phase (the aqueous phase in gas-water and gas-brine systems; or the liquid phase in gas-hydrocarbon liquid systems); this indicates that the scCO 2 -brine-Berea system is strongly water-wet.
Residual Trapping
Residual saturations of nonaqueous phase liquids have been measured extensively in the groundwater [e.g., Hoag and Marley, 1986; Lenhard et al., 1993] and hydrocarbon [e.g., Land, 1968; Gittins et al., 2010] literature. More recently measurements have been made in the context of CGS [e.g., Pentland et al., 2011; Krevor et al., 2012; Akbarabadi and Piri, 2013] . The magnitude of residual trapping and the relationship between initial saturation (S i ) and residual saturation (S r ) was shown to be wettability dependent for oil-water systems, based on laboratory measurements [Iglauer et al., 2012a; Tanino and Blunt, 2013] and numerical modeling [Spiteri et al., 2008] ; with stongly water-wet conditions generally resulting in more trapping and a monotonic S i 2 S r relationship, while intermediate-wet conditions resulted in less trapping and a nonmonotonic S i 2 S r relationship.
For the scCO 2 -brine fluid system, a number of studies have measured the relationship between initial and residual scCO 2 saturation for outcrop sandstones [Pentland et al., 2011; Krevor et al., 2012; Akbarabadi and Piri, 2013] , reservoir sandstones [Krevor et al., 2011 , and outcrop limestone [El-Maghraby and Blunt, 2013] . With the exception of one illite-rich reservoir sample (Mt. Simon sandstone) [Krevor et al., 2011 , Figure 18 . Initial-residual saturation relationships from (a) pore-network modeling and (b) laboratory measurements. In the pore network modeling study [Spiteri et al., 2008] , the initialresidual saturation relationship of oil is shown for a range of contact angles. We believe this relation would be an analogue for the scCO 2 -brine fluid system. Data for a range of sandstones and one limestone has been measured for the scCO 2 -brine system [Krevor et al., 2011 Pentland et al., 2011; Akbarabadi and Piri, 2013; El-Maghraby and Blunt, 2013] . Most data exhibit water-wet behavior with the exception of the illite-rich Mt. Simon sandstone and possibly Indiana limestone.
Water Resources Research all scCO 2 measured data show a monotonic trend with significant maximum residual saturation (S r > 0.18), indicative of water-wet conditions. It is notable that the maximum residual saturation in limestone is lower than that for the range of sandstones studied. The S i 2 S r saturation relationship for the illite-rich Mt. Simon reservoir sandstone is concave; an indication of intermediate-wet behavior (cf. Figure 18a) . Some of these studies also measured-in the same rocks as the scCO 2 measurements-the initial-residual saturation relationship for the analogue decane-brine [Pentland et al., 2011] and gaseous CO 2 -brine systems [Akbarabadi and Piri, 2013; El-Maghraby and Blunt, 2013] , which are considered to be strongly water-wet. The form of the S i 2 S r relationships is similar although the magnitude of the residual analogue saturations was slightly higher in sandstones and slightly lower in limestone when compared to the scCO 2 data. These relatively small differences could be due to changes in wettability within the water-wet range (cf. the h 5 20 and h 5 60 curves in Figure 18a ).
It is also worth highlighting that the characteristics of the porous medium itself can also affect residual trapping. In unconsolidated media such as sands, there is typically a smaller difference between pore-throat diameter and pore-body diameter than there is in consolidated media such as sandstones; the result being that snap-off is suppressed in unconsolidated media as there is insufficient water locally to cause the instability that bridges the pore-throat opening [Iglauer et al., 2011b; Pentland et al., 2012] . For similar fluid pairs in water-wet siliciclastic material, lower maximum residual oil saturations were reported in sands (0.11 < S r < 0.13, n-octane-brine) [Gittins et al., 2010; Pentland et al., 2010] than in sandstones (S r $ 0.48, n-decane-brine) [Pentland et al., 2011] . The convolution of porous media geometry and wettability effects makes data interpretation more challenging but we propose that it is the geometry effects which suppress snap-off and cause the lower maximum residual saturations measured for unconsolidated scCO 2 -brine systems [Plug and Bruining, 2007; , and not wettability effects such as scCO 2 being neutrally wetting in these systems.
2-D Micromodels
Chalbaud et al. ; oil-wet $ 85 ). They found that in case of a water-wet surface, CO 2 was nonwetting for all thermophysical conditions, although no water surface films were identified at high pressures. However, at high pressures CO 2 was the wetting phase for intermediate and oil-wet surfaces. They also observed that CO 2 -wettability was stronger at lower temperatures. Kim et al. [2012] extended this work by studying the effect of brine salinity on water fluid distributions in their scCO 2 /brine/silica micromodel systems. They conducted their experiments at 318 K and 8.5 MPa and measured the water contact angle directly on the images. They found that h increases with increasing salinity (measured h ranged from 37 to 87 ; specifically an average h of 54 was measured for 0.01 M NaCl brine, 66 for 1 M NaCl brine, 65 for 3 M NaCl brine, and 75 for 5 M NaCl brine).
Other studies used micromodels to investigate CO 2 -brine dissolution kinetics [Buchgraber et al., 2012] and CO 2 exosolution [Zuo et al., 2013] . While the focus of these studies was not wettability characterization their data give a qualitative understanding of wettability for the systems studied. Both Buchgraber et al. and Zuo et al. used silicon micromodel's whose structure were based on a sandstone thin section image (Berea and Mt. Simon, respectively). The micromodels were etched using deep reactive ion etching prior to bonding to a glass plate. Buchgraber et al. reported Moreover, it should be kept in mind that such 2-D models are not necessarily representative of storage rock or caprock as the models' surfaces are smoother and chemically almost homogeneous, however, they contribute important basic data to the overall analysis.
3-D X-ray Microcomputed Tomography Imaging
With recent advances in 3-D X-ray microcomputed tomography (herein referred to as lCT), it is now possible to study systems contained at pressures and temperatures representative of storage formations [Iglauer et al., 2011a; Andrew et al., 2013; Chaudhary et al., 2013] . The resulting images of pore space fluids ( Figure  19 ) provide an enlightening insight into many pore-scale processes, including wettability influence [cp. e.g., Iglauer et al., 2012a] . As with 2-D micromodels, qualitative analysis of lCT images informs our understanding of scCO 2 -brine wettability.
Iglauer et al.
[2011a] imaged a Doddington sandstone (composition 5 98 wt % quartz, 2 wt % K-feldspar, traces of kaolinite, measured by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)) at initial and residual scCO 2 saturation at reservoir conditions (p _water 5 10 MPa and T 5 323 K in 13 wt % potassium iodide brine); and from the phase distribution in the pore space, the observed cluster size distributions and scCO 2 saturations, it was qualitatively concluded that the system was somewhere between water-wet and possibly intermediate-wet. Suekane et al.
[2011] imaged scCO 2 residual saturations in a range of glass bead packs and quartz sand packs (p _water 5 8.5 MPa, T 5 313 K, 10 wt % sodium iodide brine), and again similar fluid pore configurations were observed [Pentland et al., 2012] . Andrew et al. [2013] imaged the oolitic Ketton limestone (composition 5 99.1% calcite Figure 19 . (left) Selected original image slices, measured by lCT, and (right) same image slices after image processing. The scCO 2 -brine-Doddington sandstone system is shown in the top row [Iglauer et al., 2011a] . In the processed image scCO 2 is white, brine blue, and rock brown. The scCO 2 -brine-Ketton Oolite limestone system is shown in the bottom row [Andrew et al., 2013] . In the processed image scCO 2 is red, brine green, and rock dark blue. As the CO 2 resides mainly in the large pores, we conclude that Doddington sandstone and Ketton limestone are water-wet.
Water Resources Research and 0.9% quartz measured by XRD) at residual scCO 2 saturation (p _water 5 10 MPa and T 5 336 K in 5 wt % KI brine) while maintaining conditions of chemical equilibrium between phases, they suggest in conclusion that scCO 2 acts as the nonwetting phase in the system. A recent study illustrated the importance of wettability for scCO 2 capillary trapping [Chaudhary et al., 2013] . The residual saturation after water imbibition was shown to vary between 2% and 20% in unconsolidated bead packs depending on bead shape and wettability. Angular water-wet glass beads trapped the most CO 2 while CO 2 -wet rounded polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) beads trapped the least amount [Chaudhary et al., 2013] . Finally Silin et al. [2011] imaged the subcritical CO 2 -brine (p _water 5 6.5 MPa, temperature was not specified, so we assume that the experiment was performed at laboratory conditions; approximately 298 K, so that the CO 2 was in the liquid phase) distribution in Frio sandstone. CO 2 appears to be the nonwetting phase in this system [see Figure 11 in Silin et al., 2011] . To conclude, a qualitative analysis of lCT images indicates that CO 2 behaves as the nonwetting phase in the systems studied to date (with the exception of a Teflon bead system). CO 2 tends to occupy the center of the pores with water preferentially being in contact with the solid surfaces. Recently scCO 2 -brine contact angles have been measured in situ within a porous medium at representative subsurface conditions (10 MPa and 323 K) for the first time [Andrew et al., 2014] . The Ketton quarry limestone studied was 99.1% calcite and 0.9% quartz and a distribution of contact angles ranging from 35 to 55 was measured, thus this system can be classified as strongly or weakly water-wet. The authors proposed that the range in contact angles was caused by contact angle hysteresis and surface heterogeneity effects.
Influence of Contaminants
Until now, we have only discussed how pure CO 2 wets the various mineral and rock surfaces; however, in an industrial project, CO 2 purity will only reach a certain, comparatively low, degree, as further purification would be uneconomical. As a consequence, the injected CO 2 stream will contain several impurities, of which H 2 S, N 2 , SO 2 , and CH 4 are the most prominent ones (Table 13 ) [IPCC, 2005] .
And it is clear from a theoretical perspective that these contaminants have the potential to significantly change wettability. Such wettability change can in principle be induced via two ways: (1) directly, through a change in fluid composition, which results in a change in the intermolecular forces. On a macroscopic level, this can be expressed as a change in the three interfacial tensions and the resulting contact angle (equation (1)); and (2) the contaminants can change the surface chemistry in a subtle way, e.g., increase or reduce the number of hydroxyl groups, change the dissociation equilibria of the hydroxyl groups or oxidize or reduce surface functional groups. Particularly point (2) is not easily assessed by ''back of the envelope'' analysis, and it should thus be measured. As usual we expect that reservoir conditions (i.e., high pressure, elevated temperature) render the CO 2 -wettability substantially, cp. the discussion above. In this context, a few groups have experimentally and theoretically analyzed the effect of contaminants in the CO 2 stream, and we will discuss each contaminant examined below.
Nitrogen (N 2 )
Kaveh et al.
[2014] measured sessile contact angles on Bentheimer sandstone at 318 K for a 20 mol %CO 2 / 80 mol % N 2 mixture. They found that pressure had a slight influence on h: h increased from 1-5 at $1.8
MPa pressure to 4-13 at 14 MPa pressure. Furthermore, they found a decrease in h with increasing gas bubble radius; this could be caused by mass transfer (the fluids might not have been completely equilibrated) or possibly gravity effects-which, however, should be negligible according to a first approximation Saraji et al. [2014] measured the advancing and receding h on an ultrasmooth quartz substrate (surface roughness below 0.5 nm) for SO 2 1 CO 2 /1 M brine fluid pairs as a function of SO 2 concentration (which varied from 0 to 6 wt %). Both h were approximately constant (the advancing h was $28 and the receding h $14 ), thus SO 2 had no significant influence on the wettability. We note that Saraji et al.
[2014] measured a significant decrease in interfacial tension c with increasing SO 2 concentration: c decreased from 28 mN/m (at 0% SO 2 , 100% CO 2 ) to $17 mN/m at 6 wt % SO 2 (94 wt % CO 2 ) concentration.
Discussion
While considerable effort has been made in the past decade to determine the wettability of subsurface minerals with respect to CO 2 and brine the reported data are characterized by marked variability (e.g., Figure 6 for quartz). This variability can lead to uncertainty in our understanding in terms of how injected CO 2 moves and is trapped in the subsurface; impacting our predictive capability and the planning associated with CGS projects. While variability does exist the data indicate that most subsurface minerals and porous media studied are water-wet, or in some limited cases possibly intermediate-wet. However, hydrophobic surfaces such as coal or oil-wet mineral surfaces appear to be intermediate-wet or CO 2 -wet ( Figure  14 ). While this in itself is an important conclusion there are a number of topics (discussed below) where further study may lead to reduced experimental variability and an improved general understanding of CO 2 -brine-mineral wettability.
During our review, we did not find (scCO 2 -brine subsurface condition) data for a number of important rocks or minerals, including: dolomite; anhydrite; halite; mudrocks; clays. Experimental data for all of these rocks and minerals would be desirable if CGS were considered in such lithologies. Based on the data given in this review, we hypothesize that mudrocks could possibly take any wettability classification depending upon the exact rock composition: water-wet , intermediate-wet, or CO 2 -wet.
Performing wettability measurements on mineral surfaces that are chemically representative of subsurface storage conditions is highly desirable. Achieving such representative conditions is, however, very challenging and little discussed in the context of CGS. Further research on preparing such mineral surfaces in the laboratory would be highly desirable. This has been investigated in the petroleum literature where surface cleaning is followed by an ageing process using representative formation fluids so that subsurface wettability conditions are restored within a sample prior to measurements being made [e.g., Wunderlich, 1991] . We propose that such an approach may also be necessary in the context of CGS. For sensitive clay-rich samples, special attention is required to minimize dehydration and to ensure brine composition and experimental stress conditions are closely aligned with those in the subsurface. Finally, we acknowledge that the longterm wettability of mineral systems exposed to CO 2 and brine has not been investigated experimentally (i.e., wettability changes over time). However, some natural subsurface CO 2 accumulations have demonstrated containment below tight sealing rocks which strongly indicates that these clay or evaporate-rich rocks are and remain rather water-wet [e.g., Lombardi et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2009] .
It should be mentioned that most data summarized here refer to contact angle measurements on single mineral surfaces, neglecting the influence pore systems could have on wettability. It seems sensible that this point needs to be addressed by alternative or indirect measurement techniques to obtain a more realistic picture of the subsurface, reflecting the complexity of multimineral porous systems. Recently advances in X-ray microcomputed tomography techniques have allowed contact angles to be measured within a porous media at subsurface conditions for the first time [Andrew et al., 2014] ; providing an exciting additional avenue for wettability research.
We now illustrate the implications of mineral wettability for CO 2 movement and trapping in the subsurface. Water contact angles deviating from completely water-wet conditions will have significant implications in terms of the maximum CO 2 column height a caprock can sustain before capillary leakage initiates (cf. Figure 3) . For a reservoir scenario where we set the caprock/reservoir rock interface to 1500 m depth, corresponding to 15 MPa reservoir pressure, and 333 K reservoir temperature, we calculate capillary entry pressures according to equation (5) as well as maximum CO 2 column heights according to equation (7). Figure 20 shows that CO 2 column heights are close to 300 m for completely water-wet conditions (contact angle of 0 ). This value decreases to 150 m at a contact angle of 45 and 0 m at 90 . For values higher than 90 , spontaneous CO 2 imbibition (suction of CO 2 into the water-filled caprock pore space) would be observed. Figure 20 . Capillary entry pressures p e and maximum CO 2 column heights H max for a reservoir/caprock interface at 1500 m depth calculated from equations (5) and (7). Average interfacial tension c data from Hebach et al. [2002] ; Li et al. [2012a Li et al. [ , 2012b , CO 2 density calculated from Span and Wagner [1996] . Predicting the fate of CO 2 injected into the subsurface typically involves numerical modeling of the storage formation, requiring an understanding of the relationship between capillary pressure, relative permeability, and the phase saturations (k r (S w ) and p c (S w ), respectively). In many cases k r (S w ) and p c (S w ) may not be known a priori and must be estimated. In such scenarios, k r (S w ) and p c (S w ) can be predicted by numerical simulation on pore network models. These simulations typically require a contact angle (or range of contact angles) as a direct input [e.g., Gharbi and Blunt, 2012] . We undertook the workflow described above to illustrate the impact contact angles can have on subsurface CO 2 trapping. We used the k r (S w ) and p c (S w ) data of Jackson et al. [2003] which were generated using a Berea sandstone pore network model. Two scenarios were considered: weakly water-wet to intermediate-wet (based on a contact angle assumption of 50 < h < 80 ) and CO 2 -wet (we assumed this to be analogues to the oil-wet data presented, which assumed a contact angle range of 110 < h < 180 ). We assumed that the overlying caprock is completely impervious to CO 2 . The k r (S w ) and p c (S w ) data were used as input for field-scale simulation using the publically available tenth SPE Comparative Solution Project reservoir simulation model [Christie and Blunt, 2001] . A limited number of modifications were made to the 1.12 million cell model to render it representative of a pilot-scale CGS project. The depth of the model top was 1500 m (initial pressure 15 MPa; initial temperature 333 K), numerical infinite aquifers were attached to the lateral model boundaries, the Killough [1976] relative permeability hysteresis model was used, and 10,000 t/yr (0.317 kg/s) of CO 2 were injected for 1 year into the central injection well (the four production wells were deactivated). The model was simulated using Shell's proprietary reservoir simulator MoReS [Por et al., 1989] . The components of this workflow are illustrated in Figure 21 and the fate of the injected CO 2 over a 10 year period following the end of injection is illustrated in Figure 22 . We see that the wettability has a significant impact on the ratio of mobile to residually trapped CO 2 ; the water-wet scenario traps approximately 240% more CO 2 as a residual phase after 10 years compared to the CO 2 -wet scenario. The increased storage security of residually trapped CO 2 compared to mobile CO 2 has clear implications for CGS project site selection and planning.
Conclusions
The wettability of various subsurface minerals and rocks with respect to CO 2 and water are considered in this review paper. While variability in measured data is acknowledged inorganic minerals or rocks are not shown to be preferentially wetted by CO 2 . However, hydrophobic surfaces, e.g., oil-wet carbonate, or coal are CO 2 -wet. This has important implications for the flow of CO 2 and its entrapment in the subsurface as part of carbon geo-sequestration, particularly with respect to capillary entrapment of CO 2 on the porescale and retention below low permeability structural seals. Moreover, there are important minerals and Figure 22 . CO 2 fate simulation results from the modified tenth SPE Comparative Solution Project model using saturation functions derived from the contact angle to simulation workflow illustrated in Figure 21 . (a) In the water-wet scenario significantly more CO 2 is immobilized as a residually trapped phase than (b) in the CO 2 -wet scenario, leading to significantly reduced CO 2 leakage risk. 
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